
Smart Buddies™ Education Pilot Program Results

Key Findings

In 2019, Pitsco Education collaborated with SmartGurlz™ Inc. and 10 schools to 
introduce a new coding solution to 250 students of diverse backgrounds. 

The coding solution implemented was Smart Buddies™, a diverse set of relatable 
characters, or buddies, with self-balancing, programmable scooters called Siggys. 
Smart Buddies aims to help more children identify with STEM, be much more 
inspired to continue their coding and STEM education journey, and ultimately 
contribute to bringing much-needed diversity to the STEM workforce.

The findings in this snapshot were developed using responses collected from 184 of 
the students who participated in the pilot.
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STUDENT OUTCOMES USING SMART BUDDIES

What teachers had to say:

The Smart Buddies Solution
IF YOU CAN 
SEE IT, YOU 
CAN BE IT!

BOOST STUDENT COLLABORATION
78% of girls and 85% of boys indicated they liked working together with a 
partner when using Smart Buddies.

WOMEN ARE DRASTICALLY UNDERREPRESENTED IN TECH
50% of the total workforce is made up of women, yet women hold only 20% of 
tech jobs available.

SPARK A PASSION FOR CODING
74.3% of girls and 85.2% of boys indicated they would definitely like to do more 
coding.

ENGAGE STUDENTS THROUGH RELEVANT CONTENT
70.6% of girls and 80.2% of boys stated they can use what they learned from the 
Smart Buddies lessons.

DEVELOP SEL SKILLS
81% of students indicated they learned lessons about getting along with others 
while using Smart Buddies.

Smart Buddies is the only 
coding solution aimed 
at addressing equity 
in STEM. We believe 
coding is for everyone, 
including you.

Learn more at Pitsco.com/SmartBuddies
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“I thoroughly enjoyed this 
and the kids were totally 
engaged.”

“I love the tutorials.” “The biggest 
confidence boost 
he’s had in a long 
time.”

“They were willing to miss 
recess to work on the coding.”

“Exceeded my expectations.”

“I don’t know of other coding 
programs that include a solid 
reading component to them.”

“I love the lessons – the 
structure and the design.”

“The stories bring life 
to the characters.”

Let’s Bring Diversity to the Tech Workforce
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